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Abstract

Brain-based deception research began only two decades ago and has since included a

wide variety of contexts and response modalities for deception paradigms. Investigations of

this sort serve to better our neuroscientific and legal knowledge of the ways in which individ-

uals deceive others. To this end, we conducted activation likelihood estimation (ALE) and

meta-analytic connectivity modelling (MACM) using BrainMap software to examine 45 task-

based fMRI brain activation studies on deception. An activation likelihood estimation com-

paring activations during deceptive versus honest behavior revealed 7 significant peak acti-

vation clusters (bilateral insula, left superior frontal gyrus, bilateral supramarginal gyrus, and

bilateral medial frontal gyrus). Meta-analytic connectivity modelling revealed an intercon-

nected network amongst the 7 regions comprising both unidirectional and bidirectional con-

nections. Together with subsequent behavioral and paradigm decoding, these findings

implicate the supramarginal gyrus as a key component for the sociocognitive process of

deception.

Introduction

The motivation for researching the complex behavior of deception exists not only to identify

mechanisms of sociocognitive functioning, but also to further efforts to detect instances of sus-

pect behavior. Deception is a critical aspect of criminology and forensic/legal decision-making.

Deception may be defined as “the act of causing someone to accept as true or valid what is

false or invalid” [1]. Deception occurs at various levels of society even becoming apparent in

current politics. Specifically, deception occurs in social settings and requires a willful decision

from the individual deceiving another [2]. Young, preschool age children are able to compre-

hend the concept of lying [3], indicating the quotidian nature of deception established early on

in cognitive and behavioral development. Psychological assessment of psychopathy even con-

siders one’s ability to lie, deceive, or manipulate [4]. The evolutionary and developmental

bases of both verbal and non-verbal deception have previously been reviewed [3]. Moreover,
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uncovering neural substrates of deception has recently become an important area of research.

Brain-based deception research began in attempts to advance traditional polygraph testing [5].

The first report of the neuroanatomical correlates of deception used functional magnetic reso-

nance imaging (fMRI) metrics [6].

In their pioneering publication, Spence et al. [6] had participants answer yes/no questions

while undergoing fMRI to investigate the hypothesis that inhibition of truthful responses

would be associated with greater ventral prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation. The researchers

also investigated if the generation of a lie would be associated with greater dorsolateral PFC

(DLPFC) activity. Results showed that lying was associated with increased activation in bilat-

eral ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) in addition to medial pre-

motor and inferior parietal cortices.

Langleben et al. [7] utilized the guilty knowledge paradigm to test the hypothesis that partic-

ipants would activate inhibitory brain regions involved in executive control while withholding

a truthful response. Results demonstrated that lying was associated with greater ACC and left

parietal cortex activation, replicating Spence et al.’s initial findings [6]. A feigned memory

impairment task (where normal individuals pretend to have memory loss) was conducted by

Lee et al. [8] showing that malingering was associated with increased activation in bilateral

DLPFC, inferior parietal, middle temporal, posterior cingulate cortices, and bilateral caudate

nuclei. Further exploration of deception and the brain was conducted by Ganis et al. [9] who

investigated well-rehearsed versus spontaneous lies. Both types of lies were associated with

greater activation in bilateral anterior PFC and bilateral hippocampal gyri. The aforemen-

tioned studies consistently demonstrated converging evidence across differing paradigms that

deception involves the prefrontal and anterior cingulate regions of the brain.

As noted, deception has been examined using a wide range of tasks. While there are consis-

tent findings across many studies, some variance exists related to the brain regions involved in

deception. It is likely that the neural underpinnings of deception vary based on the act of

deception recruiting areas functionally associated with decision making, risk taking, cognitive

control, theory of mind, and/or reward processing [10]. Most often reported is activation of

prefrontal regions (DLPFC, VLPFC or ventromedial PFC) and ACC, in addition to the inferior

frontal gyrus (IFG). Also reported in the literature are the anterior insula, precuneus, inferior

parietal lobule (IPL), medial frontal cortex, and regions of the temporal lobe.

Three prior meta-analyses have addressed the issue of variable activation reported during

deception. Christ et al. [11] used activation likelihood estimation (ALE) to quantitatively iden-

tify regions consistently more active during deceptive responses than truthful responses. ALE

pools 3-dimensional coordinates in stereotactic space from task-based brain activation studies.

Results identified deception-related activation in the bilateral insula, bilateral IFG, bilateral

medial frontal gyrus (MFG), bilateral IPL/supramarginal gyrus (SMG), right thalamus, right

ACC, left internal capsule, and left PFC. Further, they found that 10 of 13 peak deception-

related regions were associated with working memory, inhibitory control, or task switching,

which are all components of executive function.

Lisofsky et al. [12] extended the work of Christ et al. [11] by including “more ecologically

valid and interactive experimental paradigms” in their meta-analysis. Lisofsky et al. based their

meta-analysis on the idea that deception is both a sociocognitive and executive process, purs-

ing Christ et al.’s [11] finding of deception-related IPL activation that was not correlated with

aspects of executive control. Lisofsky et al. [12] found bilateral activations in ACC, IFG, and

insula in addition to bilateral activity in IPL, and left MFG. This network was “almost the same

network” Christ et al. [11] reported in their work.

The most recent meta-analysis of deception and the brain focused on the distinction

between a deliberate attempt to deceive and a true false memory when not telling the truth
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[13]. Yu et al. [13] also used ALE to separately evaluate deceptive versus truthful responses and

false memories versus true memories. Analysis of deceptive versus truthful responses revealed

10 significant clusters primarily in bilateral frontoparietal regions including IFG, superior

frontal gyrus (SFG), MFG, insula, SMG, and caudate. The researchers stated that findings dis-

cussed in both previous meta-analyses [11, 12] were not sufficient to warrant fMRI-use in high

stakes legal contexts for detecting deception. They believe their work added the key factor of

considering why falsehoods arise (to deceive or not to deceive), not simply if they do.

In the current study, we use the ALE method of coordinate-based meta-analysis [14, 15]. By

pooling 3-dimensional coordinates, ALE analyzes voxel-wise, univariate effects across the vari-

ous experiments and generates a probability distribution that is centered at the respective coor-

dinates [16, 17]. Building on this meta-analysis, we examine how deception-related brain

regions are functionally connected using meta-analytic connectivity modelling (MACM) [15,

18–20]. MACM uses regions from ALE to quantify covariance patterns (networks) via patterns

of activation reported across a wide range of paradigms [15, 18, 21]. To our knowledge, this is

the first meta-analysis to conduct connectivity analyses in an investigation of deception and

the brain. The use of functional connectivity in studies of deception may provide greater

insight into its neuropsychological mechanisms, provided that the majority of cognitive pro-

cesses are supported by various brain networks, rather than single brain regions.

The aims of this meta-analysis are as follows: first, to replicate previously reported brain

regions consistently activated during deception across the varying task paradigms; and second,

to determine a functionally connected brain network distinct to deceptive behavior versus

honest behavior. Our a priori hypotheses are: first, that we would observe convergence in fron-

tal and memory-related regions of the brain, specifically the PFC, ACC, frontal gyri, and SMG/

IPL, across the various paradigms; and second, that we would observe strong functional con-

nectivity involving those frontal and parietal regions within the resultant network compared

to other networks within the whole brain analysis.

Methods

Literature search criteria and study selection

Peer-reviewed articles published prior to August 26th, 2020 were selected through searches on

PubMed. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses

(PRISMA) guidelines [22] were followed, and the selection process is detailed in Fig 1. The ini-

tial search keywords used were: (deceptive OR deception OR dishonest) AND (fmri OR mag-

netic resonance imaging). The following filters were applied to the initial search results on the

database: human subjects, adults (18+), and English language. Additional databases (Google

Scholar and PsycInfo) were searched via similar terms for articles not on PubMed. Each article

was subsequently reviewed (first by abstract, then by full-text) for relevance to the study and

inclusion of all following criteria: 1) published between 2005 and 2020, 2) carried out via task-

based functional magnetic resonance imaging, 3) at least five healthy (human) adult subjects,

4) peak activations were reported (x, y, z coordinates provided in either MNI (Montreal Neu-

rological Institute) space or Talairach; coordinates reported in Talairach space were converted

to MNI using GingerALE (version 3.0.2.) [14, 17, 23], 5) a contrast was reported representing

locations of greater activation for deceptive responding as compared to being truthful, 6) con-

trasts were calculated using a commonly accepted level of significance in a whole brain analy-

sis, and 7) information regarding the task and stimulus material used were reported.

Any relevant contrast related to deceptive versus honest behavior (D>H) in a relevant arti-

cle was included to provide a complete analysis of reported contrasts for deceptive or honest

behavior. For example, “Lie > Truth” and “Identity Concealment > Control” were both
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considered comparisons between deceptive behavior and honest behavior. Any article report-

ing the opposite contrast was included in the supplemental analysis of all contrasts (i.e.

“Truth > Lie”). Table 1 details all contrasts included in the D >H ALE and MACM. S1 Table

details all contrasts of included articles, including both deceptive > honest and

honest > deceptive contrasts.

BrainMap software was used to carry out both ALE and MACM. BrainMap [24] is a data-

base that archives published coordinate-based results in standard brain space from neuroimag-

ing experiments [25]. At the time of analysis, the BrainMap Functional Database contained

over 3,400 papers consisting of over 16,900 experiments with over 76,000 subjects and 131,500

coordinate locations. The software used in the following analyses are briefly described here:

Scribe (version 3.3) [16, 26, 27] allows users to submit data and meta-data from selected publi-

cations; Sleuth (version 3.0.4.) [16, 26, 27] allows users to search for and retrieve coordinate

data and meta-data from various publications archived in BrainMap; GingerALE (version

3.0.2.) [14, 17, 23] allows users to carry out ALE-based meta-analyses.

Activation likelihood estimation

ALE [14, 15] was carried out using activation coordinates from the included studies (Table 1)

and BrainMap’s GingerALE software (version 3.0.2.) [14, 17, 23]. The primary ALE conducted

and reported was based on deceptive versus honest (D > H) behavior. This D >H ALE

Fig 1. PRISMA diagram. This diagram depicts the inclusion criteria and study selection process [22].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248909.g001
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Table 1. Contrasts included in Deceptive>Honest ALE.

# Reference N Foci Contrast Reported Deception Task Paradigm Class (besides

"Deception")

Instructed or

Natural

Deception

1 Abe et al., 2014 25 10 Dishonest + Honest > Control Decision-making

(harmful or helpful)

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Natural

4 (Dishonest/Harmful + Honest/Harmful) >

(Dishonest/Helpful + Honest/Helpful)

3 (Dishonest/Helpful + Honest/Helpful) > (Dishonest/

Harmful + Honest/Harmful)

3 Dishonest/Harmful > Honest/Harmful

2 Abe & Greene, 2014 8 1 Dishonest: Opportunity Win > No-Opportunity Win Monetary Incentive

Delay/Incentive

Prediction

Reward, Finger Tapping/

Button Press

Natural

3 Dishonest: Opportunity Loss > No-Opportunity Loss

7 1 Ambiguous & Dishonest: Opportunity Win > No-

Opportunity Win

7 Ambiguous & Dishonest: Opportunity Loss > No-

Opportunity Loss

3 Baumgartner et al.,

2009

26 1 Promise Stage: Dishonest > Honest, (Promise - No

Promise)^Dishonest–(Promise—No Promise)^Honest

Modified Economic

Trust Game

-Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Competition/

Cooperation, Reward

Natural

1 Anticipation Stage: Dishonest > Honest, (Promise—

No Promise)^Dishonest—(Promise—No Promise)

^Honest

1 Anticipation Stage: Dishonest > Honest, ((No Promise

—Promise)^Dishonest—(No Promise—Promise)

^Honest), p<0.0001

1 Anticipation Stage: Dishonest > Honest, ((No Promise

—Promise)^Dishonest—(No Promise—Promise)

^Honest), p<0.0005

2 Anticipation Stage: Dishonest > Honest, ((No Promise

—Promise)^Dishonest—(No Promise—Promise)

^Honest), p<0.005

2 Decision Stage A: Dishonest > Honest, ((Promise—No

Promise)^Dishonest—(Promise—No Promise)

^Honest), p<0.001

-Competition/Cooperation,

Flashing Checkerboard,

Reward

2 Decision Stage A: Dishonest > Honest, ((Promise—No

Promise)^Dishonest—(Promise—No Promise)

^Honest), p<0.005

1 Decision Stage B: Dishonest > Honest, ((Promise -No

Promise)^Dishonest—(Promise—No Promise)

^Honest)

-Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Competition/

Cooperation, Reward

4 Bereczkei et al., 2015 16 2 Unfair—Control, High

Machiavellian > Low Machiavellian

Trust Game (in fair

or unfair situations)

Competition/Cooperation,

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Video Games

Neither

7 Fair—Control, High Machiavellian > Low

Machiavellian

5 Bhatt et al., 2009 18 9 Unfamiliar: Lie > Truth Recognition/"Line-

up"

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Face Monitor/

Discrimination

Instructed

4 Familiar: Lie > Truth

4 Familiar (Lie > Truth) > Unfamiliar (Lie > Truth)

6 Browndyke et al., 2008 7 7 Malingered Recognition Misses > Normal Recognition

Hits

Recognition

Memory/Feigned

Memory Impairment

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Encoding, Delayed

Match to Sample, Cued

Explicit Recognition/Recall

Instructed

5 Malingered Recognition False Alarm Errors > Normal

Recognition Correct Rejections

7 Cui et al., 2014 16 8 Murderer Group: Deceptive Probe Answer Judged

Truthful > Truthful Irrelevant Answer Judged Truthful

Mock Murder/

Modified Guilty

Knowledge Test

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)

# Reference N Foci Contrast Reported Deception Task Paradigm Class (besides

"Deception")

Instructed or

Natural

Deception

12 Positive Judgement Following Probe: Murderer

Group > Innocent Group

8 Ding et al., 2012 12 7 Identity Concealment > Control Recognition/Identity

Concealment

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

9 Identity Faking > Control

9 Farrow et al., 2015 20 5 Impression-Management > Control "Balanced Inventory

of Desirable

Responding"

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

2 Self-Deception > Control

7 Faking Bad > Control

7 Impression-Management Main Effects

2 Self-Deception Main Effects

29 (Impression Management Faking Bad & Self Deception

Faking Good[+1]) vs. (Impression Management Faking

Good & Self Deception Faking Good[–1]) Main Effects

14 Faking Bad Main Effects

10 Fullam et al., 2009 24 2 Lie—Truth Lying (about

performing tasks)

Deception only Instructed

11 Greene & Paxton,

2009

14 2 Dishonest (Opportunity Win > No-Opportunity Win) Computerized Coin

Flips/Moral

Judgement

Reward, Finger Tapping/

Button Press

Natural

7 Dishonest (Opportunity Loss > No-Opportunity Loss)

12 Harada T, 2009 18 23 Lie Judgement—Gender Judgment (masked with Lie

Judgement)

Control Gender

Judgement/Moral

Judgement/Lie

Judgement

Deception only Neither

7 Lie Judgement—Moral Judgement (masked with

Lie Judgement)

13 Hayashi et al., 2014 37 6 Harmful/ Dishonest > Harmful/ Honest Harmful or Helpful

Story-telling

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reasoning/Problem

Solving

Neither

3 Helpful/ Dishonest > Helpful/ Honest

14 Ito et al., 2011 32 9 Main effect of ’Lie’ (Neutral/Lie+Negative/Lie)

> (Neutral/Truth+Negative/Truth)

Remembering

Neutral and

Emotional Events

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Cued Explicit

Recognition/Recall

Instructed

8 Neutral/Lie > Neutral/Truth

8 Negative/Lie > Negative/Truth

5 Conjunction Analysis: Neutral/Lie > Neutral/Truth

+ Negative/Lie > Negative/Truth

15 Ito et al., 2012 16 6 Execution: (Certain/Lie + Uncertain/Lie) > (Certain/

Truth + Uncertain/Truth)

Modified

Recognition Memory

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Cued Explicit

Recognition/Recall

Instructed

16 Jiang et al., 2015 32 19 Lie > True Strategy Devising Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

17 Kireev et al., 2013 36 19 (Conjunction) Deceptive Claim > Catch + Honest

Claim > Catch

"Cheat" Card Game Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Natural

27 Deceptive Claim > Catch

21 Deception Claim > Honest Claim

6 rCBF: Deceptive Claim > Catch

18 Kozel et al., 2005 30 18 Lie—Truth, Model Building Group Mock Crime/"Ring-

Watch Testing"

Deception only Instructed

31 14 Lie—Truth, Model Testing Group

19 Kozel et al., 2009 22 30 Mock-Crime: Lie > True Mock Crime/"Ring-

Watch Testing"

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

26 15 No-Crime: Lie > True

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)

# Reference N Foci Contrast Reported Deception Task Paradigm Class (besides

"Deception")

Instructed or

Natural

Deception

20 Langleben et al., 2005 26 19 Lie > Repeat Distracter Modified Guilty

Knowledge Test

Deception only Instructed

4 Lie > Truth

21 Lee et al., 2009 10 8 Intentional Faked Responses > Truthful Accurate

Responses

Recognition/Feigned

Memory Impairment

Cued Explicit Recognition/

Recall

Instructed

3 Intentional Faked Responses > Truthful Error

Responses

22 Lee et al., 2010 14 11 Lie > True Lying (about valence

of pictures)

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Affective Pictures

Instructed

17 Positive: Lie > True

4 Negative: Lie > True

4 Conjunction Analysis (Lie > True, Positive + Negative)

23 Lee et al., 2013 13 2 Main Effect of Cue, Lie > Truth Facial Recognition Face Monitor/

Discrimination, Finger

Tapping/Button Press

Instructed

24 Lelieveld et al., 2016 44 6 Justifiable Lies > Honest Reports Evaluating Lies of

Others

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Neither

6 Unjustifiable Lies > Honest Reports

25 Lissek et al., 2008 13 19 Deception > Cooperation Theory of Mind Task Theory of Mind,

Competition/Cooperation,

Affective Pictures

Neither

13 Deception > Cooperation/Deception

15 Cooperation/Deception > Cooperation

26 Liu et al., 2012 14 16 Falsification Card > BL Conditional

Proposition Testing

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reason/Problem

Solving

Neither

9 Falsification > Non-Falsification

27 Marchewka et al.,

2012

29 13 Lie > Truth (General + Personal) Gender Identity

Inventory

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

13 Lie > Truth (General)

15 Lie > Truth (Personal)

14 16 Males: Lie > Truth

15 9 Females: Lie > Truth

14 11 Males: General Lie > General Truth

15 11 Females: General Lie > General Truth

13 Males: Personal Lie > Personal Truth

3 Females: Personal Lie > Personal Truth

28 McPherson et al., 2012 15 8 Tones: Feigned > Correct Feigned Hearing Loss -Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Tone Monitor/

Discrimination

Instructed

8 Tones: Feigned > Incorrect

6 Words: Feigned > Correct -Finger Tapping/Button

Press

4 Words: Feigned > Incorrect

29 Mohamed et al., 2006 5 8 (Lie, Known Lie + Lie, Subjective Lie) > Rest, Non-

Guilty Subjects

Mock Shooting Deception only Instructed

30 Nunez et al., 2005 20 8 False > True True or False

Response to Yes/No

Questions

-Deception only Instructed

7 False, Autobiographical > True, Autobiographical -Episodic Recall

31 Ofen et al., 2017 18 7 Conjunction Analysis: Lie > True, Episodic and Belief Lying (about

personal experiences

or beliefs)

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

6 Deception Main Effects: Belief-lie > Belief-true

& Episodic-lie > Episodic-true

13 Preparation-Lie > Preparation-True

11 Negative Correlation between Preparation-

lie > Preparation-true and Deception Index

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)

# Reference N Foci Contrast Reported Deception Task Paradigm Class (besides

"Deception")

Instructed or

Natural

Deception

32 Peth et al., 2015 20 10 Guilty Action > Neutral Concealed

Information Test

Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Instructed

1 Guilty Intention > Neutral

33 Phan et al., 2005 14 11 Lie > Truth Modified Guilty

Knowledge Test

Deception only Instructed

8 Lie > Recognition

34 Pornpattananangkul

et al., 2018

31 5 Opportunity > No-Opportunity (covariate: Overall

Dishonesty)

Modified Coin-

guessing Task

-Finger Tapping/Button

Press

Natural

4 Opportunity-Self > No-Opportunity-Self (covariate:

Opportunity-Self Dishonesty)

-Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reward

7 Opportunity-Donation > No-Opportunity-Donation

(covariate: Opportunity-Donation Dishonesty)

-Finger Tapping/Button

Press

4 Opportunity-Self > Opportunity-Donation (covariate:

Self Serving Dishonesty)

-Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reward

7 Opportunity > No-Opportunity

2 Opportunity-Self > Opportunity-Donation

4 Opportunity-Donation > Opportunity-Self

35 Shao et al., 2017 48 3 Dishonest (D) > Truthful (T); Cue Phase Modified Directed

Lie Paradigm

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Face Monitor/

Discrimination

Instructed

23 1 Low (L) > High (H) Psychopathic Personality

Inventory, Dishonest > Truthful; Cue Phase

48 10 Initial Session (T1) > Testing Session (T2),

Dishonest > Truthful; Cue Phase

23 8 (L(T2(D>T)>T1(D>T)) > H(T2(D>T)>T1(D>T));

Cue Phase

48 5 Dishonest > Truthful; Face-Responding Phase

4 Initial Session (Dishonest> Truthful) > Testing

Session (Dishonest > Truthful)); Face-Responding

Phase

23 3 L(T2(D>T) > T1(D>T)) > H(T2(D>T) > T1

(D>T))); Face-Responding

2 Low (Familiar > Unfamiliar) > High

(Familiar > Unfamiliar)

36 Spence et al., 2008 17 7 Lie—Truth Decision-making

(whether or not to

lie)

Deception only Natural

11 [(Lie—Truth)—(Defy—Comply)]

37 D. Sun et al., 2015b 17 5 Main effect of Response Type (Lie > Truth) Face Familiarity/

Directed Lying

Face Monitor/

Discrimination, Finger

Tapping/Button Press

Instructed

1 Interaction Effect between Response Type and Face

(Familiar (Lie—Truth) > Unfamiliar (Lie—Truth))

38 D. Sun et al., 2015a 25 5 Dishonest > Honest (Positive Effect) Economic Game Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reward

Instructed

2 Dishonest > Honest (Negative Effect)

39 D. Sun et al., 2016 25 6 Dishonest > Honest Economic Game Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reward

Natural

1 Computer (Dishonest-Honest) > Human (Dishonest-

Honest)

40 P. Sun et al., 2017 21 4 Main Effects of Decision (Lying > Honest) Adapted Dictator

Game (after Ball-

guess Game)

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reward

Natural

1 Interaction between Financial Position & Decision

(Lying—Honest) Non-Deprived > (Lying—Honest)

Deprived

41 Vartanian et al., 2012 15 7 Lying > Truthful Match/Mismatch

Detection

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reasoning/Problem

Solving

Instructed

11 Matched: Lying > Truthful

5 Mismatched: Lying > Truthful

(Continued)
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included 45 studies and 127 experiments with 977 foci from 2,836 subjects. Subsequent ALE

analyses are reported in Supplementary Material (see S2 Table; all contrasts: deceptive versus

honest, honest versus deceptive, etc.).

We followed standardized procedures for performing ALE using BrainMap’s software as

reported in the GingerALE user manual (Research Imaging Institute, 2013, http://www.
brainmap.org/ale/manual.pdf). For ALE meta-analysis, a set of coordinates, in addition to any

experimental meta-data (identified as suitable for the specific research question), are retrieved

via Sleuth. These coordinates are input to GingerALE and smoothed with a Gaussian distribu-

tion to accommodate the associated spatial uncertainty (using an estimation of the intersubject

and interstudy variability typically observed in neuroimaging studies) [25]. A statistical param-

eter (the ALE value) is computed which estimates convergence across brain images and mea-

sures the likelihood of activation at each voxel in the brain. Additionally, the ALE algorithm

calculates the above-change clustering between experiments (random-effects analysis) rather

than between foci (fixed-effects) [25]. The ALE value is generated for each voxel and converted

into p values for identification of areas with scores higher than empirically-derived null distri-

butions [14, 16, 17]. Consistency of voxel activation across varying studies can be assessed due

to the fact that ALE values increase with the number of studies reporting activated peaks at a

voxel or in close proximity [3]. The cluster-level inference (family-wise error) and the uncor-

rected p-value used to threshold the ALE image were both set to 0.001 (5,000 permutations) in

GingerALE.

Meta-analytic connectivity modelling

MACM investigates whole brain coactivation patterns corresponding to a region of interest

(ROI) across a range of tasks. In contrast to resting state functional connectivity analyses,

MACM provides a measure of functional connectivity during a range of task-constrained

states [28]. Functional connectivity networks can be extracted by functional covariances, in

this case during various task paradigms. These networks exhibit interconnected sets of brain

regions that interact to perform specific perceptual, motor, cognitive, and affective functions

[29]. We used the BrainMap database to search for studies including healthy subjects that

report normal mapping activations that exist within the boundaries of a 3-D spherical ROI,

regardless of the associated behavioral condition. Whole brain activation coordinates from

Table 1. (Continued)

# Reference N Foci Contrast Reported Deception Task Paradigm Class (besides

"Deception")

Instructed or

Natural

Deception

42 Wu et al., 2011 20 8 Bad Lie > Bad Truth Evaluating Cultural

Aspects of Lying

Finger Tapping/Button

Press, Reasoning/Problem

Solving

Neither

43 Yin et al., 2016a 44 13 Spontaneous Lie in Incorrect Prediction, Spontaneous

Truth in Incorrect Prediction, Spontaneous Truth in

Correct Prediction > Fixation

Modified Sic Bo

Gambling

Gambling, Finger Tapping/

Button Press, Reward

Both

44 Yin & Weber, 2016b 38 4 Main effect of means (Lies > Truth) Modified Cheap Talk

Sender/Receiver

Game

Competition/Cooperation Neither

45 Yin et al., 2019 37 3 Lying > Truth-Telling Color Reporting

Game

Deception only Natural

The number of participants, number of reported foci, deception task used, paradigm class, and whether the study involved instructed deception, natural deception,

neither, or both are listed for each reference/contrast.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248909.t001
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these selected studies are then assessed for convergence using the ALE method. MACM then

yields a map of significant coactivations that provides a task-free meta-analytic model of the

region’s functional interactions throughout the rest of the brain [25]. This approach examines

brain region co-activity above chance within a given seed region across a large and diverse set

of neuroimaging experiments such as those dealing with deception [18, 21]. MACM analyses

resulting in ALE maps have been validated with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and connectiv-

ity atlases (CocoMac) [18] and have been demonstrated to be the meta-analytic equivalent of

resting-state functional connectivity maps [30, 31].

Coordinates of the seven peak activation clusters were identified through D> H ALE and

used as seeds for seven subsequent MACM analyses. Using Mango (Multi-image Analysis

GUI) [32], binary NIfTI images of 6 mm spherical radius ROIs were created as masks around

each peak coordinate. A standard MNI brain template (Colin27_T1_seg_MNI.nii) was used to

visualize the ROI masks. Separate searches for each identified peak ROI were performed using

Sleuth. The criteria for each search were: 1) Activations: Activations only, 2) Context: Normal

Mapping, 3) Subject Diagnosis: Normals, and 4) the corresponding 6 mm spherical ROI in

MNI space. Studies matching this query were downloaded to Sleuth’s workspace. (See S3

Table for specific functional workspaces for each node.) Coordinates from downloaded experi-

ments matching the criteria were analyzed using GingerALE at minimum volume of 250 mm3

and a p-value < 0.01.

Network modelling

Network modelling from MACM analyses was carried out using the approach first outlined in

Kotkowski et al. [20]. To summarize this procedure, Mango was used to visualize the uncor-

rected MACM overlay for each seed coordinate on an MNI template (Colin27_T1_seg_MNI.
nii). The uncorrected estimate of meta-analytic connectivity between each seed region and all

other specified nodes was extracted and recorded (see raw values in S1 Fig). A Bonferroni cor-

rection was used to correct the p-value for multiple comparisons between nodes (p-value of

0.05/7 = 0.00714). The corrected p-values, representing covariance statistics between nodes

(i.e. the seed used in each of the seven MACMs) and projections (i.e. the connectivity from the

MACM of seed ROI to the six other ROIs), were used to generate the edges in the meta-ana-

lytic connectivity model. Connections between the identified peak regions were mapped as

nodes exhibiting one-way, two-way, or no significant connections to each other. If only one

edge between two nodes was significant (i.e. a significant connection from MACM of ROI 1 to

seed 2), the connection was considered unidirectional. On the other hand, if both edges

between two nodes were significant (i.e. a significant connection from MACM of seed 1 to

ROI 2 and a significant connection from MACM of seed 2 to ROI 1), the connection was con-

sidered bidirectional.

Paradigm class and behavioral domain analyses

Paradigm class and behavioral domain were also analyzed using the resulting nodes from

ALE/MACM and the “Paradigm Analysis” and “Behavioral Analysis” plugins for Mango [32].

Paradigm class is a category in BrainMap classifying what experimental task was used. Behav-

ioral domain is a BrainMap category classifying the mental operations likely to be isolated by a

given contrast. Laird et al. [33] found that these two fields provide the most salient information

for ascertaining a brain region’s function. These analyses assume that the spatial distribution

of activation foci derived from BrainMap’s database for each behavioral sub-domain or para-

digm class represents that sub-domain’s (or class’s) true probability distribution function [32].

Z-scores are generated for observed-minus-expected values for each behavioral sub-domain or
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paradigm class. Lancaster et al. [32] state that only z-scores greater than or equal to 3.0 are sig-

nificant (comparable to a p-value of 0.05 with Bonferroni correction for multiple compari-

sons). The identification of paradigm class and behavioral domain associated with nodes aids

interpretation of connectivity reported via MACM.

Results

ALE results for deceptive versus honest behavior

45 studies, 977 foci and 2,836 subjects were included in the ALE meta-analysis to demonstrate

activation associated with deceptive versus honest behavior. The D > H ALE revealed seven

significant clusters (Table 2). The nearest grey matter associated with each cluster are the left

and right insula (L Ins, R Ins), left superior frontal gyrus (L SFG), left and right supramarginal

gyrus (L SMG, R SMG), and left and right medial frontal gyrus (L MFG, R MFG). Fig 2 depicts

activation of each of the 7 clusters.

Table 2. Deceptive>Honest ALE results.

Cluster # x Y z ALE P Z Label (Nearest Gray Matter within 5mm)

1 -34 24 0 0.0623387 2.11E-14 7.5542035 Left Insula (BA 13)
-34 22 -8 0.05769345 4.72E-13 7.1385703 Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (BA 47)

-52 20 -2 0.04107672 1.51E-08 5.539762 Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus

-52 18 12 0.03158789 3.17E-06 4.5147033 Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (BA 44)

-44 8 24 0.02707989 3.36E-05 3.9858272 Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (BA 9)

-44 18 22 0.02419243 1.42E-04 3.6286738 Left Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA 9)

2 -2 18 50 0.0674078 6.51E-16 7.994921 Left Superior Frontal Gyrus (BA 6)
-6 14 56 0.05541562 2.09E-12 6.931297 Left Superior Frontal Gyrus (BA 6)

8 12 62 0.0395192 3.77E-08 5.3780737 Right Medial Frontal Gyrus (BA 6)

-6 34 48 0.02794396 2.16E-05 4.0891724 Left Superior Frontal Gyrus (BA 8)

8 20 38 0.02459265 1.17E-04 3.6790812 Right Cingulate Gyrus (BA 32)

6 36 40 0.02218968 3.74E-04 3.3712685 Right Medial Frontal Gyrus (BA 8)

3 40 18 -2 0.0584591 2.84E-13 7.208284 Right Insula
34 24 -4 0.05275477 1.17E-11 6.683431 Right Insula

52 16 -12 0.03045653 5.80E-06 4.385135 Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (BA 47)

50 22 -16 0.02702516 3.45E-05 3.979767 Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (BA 47)

56 14 2 0.02278692 2.81E-04 3.4494302 Right Precentral Gyrus (BA 44)

4 50 -46 40 0.0593763 1.54E-13 7.2910028 Right Supramarginal Gyrus (BA 40)
54 -52 34 0.04975116 7.81E-11 6.3994093 Right Supramarginal Gyrus (BA 40)

42 -44 38 0.04800459 2.32E-10 6.230713 Right Supramarginal Gyrus (BA 40)

38 -52 46 0.02770078 2.45E-05 4.0604396 Right Inferior Parietal Lobule (BA 40)

5 -58 -50 32 0.0516142 2.41E-11 6.576254 Left Supramarginal Gyrus (BA 40)
-44 -46 44 0.04175625 1.01E-08 5.609538 Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (BA 40)

-50 -52 48 0.03441323 6.81E-07 4.8303714 Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (BA 40)

6 -40 12 46 0.0343478 7.04E-07 4.823757 Left Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA 6)
-42 18 38 0.03313847 1.37E-06 4.6894875 Left Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA 9)

-42 -2 50 0.02910901 1.18E-05 4.227779 Left Precentral Gyrus (BA 6)

-40 26 32 0.02852156 1.60E-05 4.158152 Left Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA 9)

7 48 24 30 0.0368345 1.76E-07 5.09343 Right Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA 9)
38 30 34 0.02526887 8.36E-05 3.7640233 Right Middle Frontal Gyrus (BA 9)

Reported in MNI coordinates with corresponding ALE, P, and Z values. Peak coordinate information is in italics.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248909.t002
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MACM results for deceptive versus honest behavior

MACM was used to examine the extent of connectivity between the seven clusters identified in

the ALE exhibiting greater activation during deception than honest behavior. A unique

MACM was carried out for each individual ROI, resulting with seven independent seed

to voxel connectivity maps. (See S2 Fig for slices of each individual map.) Bolded lines

Fig 2. Deceptive>Honest ALE results. Activation is visualized in Mango on a standard MNI brain template (A: horizontal slice, B: coronal slice;

FWE< 0.001, p< 0.001, at 5,000 permutations). Z and Y values correspond to the brain slice label. The activation color (red-yellow) corresponds to the ALE

value listed in Table 2. Left and right are accurately depicted. The ALE image can be found on Neurovault (https://identifiers.org/neurovault.collection:10420).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248909.g002
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(Fig 3A and 3B) represent bidirectionality, indicating that the variance in two nodes is predic-

tive of each other. Arrows (Fig 3A and 3B) represent unidirectionality, indicating that variance

in one node is predictive of variance in another, but not vice versa. The matrix results are

shown in Fig 3C (raw scores: S1 Fig).

Fig 3. Meta-analytic model of connectivity between Deceptive> Honest peak regions. A: horizontal slice and B: coronal slice. Data were visualized with the

BrainNet Viewer [34] (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/). Key (ROI Labels): 1: left insula (L Ins); 2: left superior frontal gyrus (L SFG); 3: right insula (R Ins); 4:

right supramarginal gyrus (R SMG); 5: left supramarginal gyrus (L SMG); 6: left medial frontal gyrus (L MFG); 7: right medial frontal gyrus (R MFG). (C) The

matrix depicting connectivity from seed regions (left column) to the whole brain (“1” dark blue: bidirectional; “1” light blue: unidirectional; “0”: no direction

implied). Each individual MACM (P value map) can be found on Neurovault (https://identifiers.org/neurovault.collection:10420).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248909.g003
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Significant one-way functional connectivity is shown projecting from: R SMG to L Ins, L

SFG, and from L SMG to L Ins, R Ins, L SFG, L MFG, R MFG. Significant two-way functional

connectivity is shown involving: L Ins to L SFG, R Ins, R MFG; L SFG to R Ins, L MFG, R

MFG; R Ins to R SMG, R MFG; R SMG to L SMG, L MFG, R MFG.

Paradigm class and behavioral domain results

Using Lancaster et al.’s [32] “Paradigm Class” Mango plugin for analysis of BrainMap’s func-

tional database of healthy subjects, 14 significant paradigm classes were related to the seven

nodes identified in the D > H ALE meta-analysis. Fig 4A indicates paradigm classes for which

the observed regional number of experiments was higher than expected (compared with the

distribution across the BrainMap database). All paradigm classes at a z-score of> = 2.0 are

reported in S4 Table. The left insula has the strongest association with the paradigm class

“Reward” (z = 4.564). The left SFG has the strongest association with the paradigm class of

“Finger Tapping/Button Press” (z = 4.905). The right insula has the highest association with

the paradigm class “Pain Monitor/Discrimination” (z = 5.550). These paradigm class analysis

results indicate significant associations of the left and right insula with reward paradigms, in

addition to significant associations of left SFG and right insula to semantic discrimination and

pain discrimination, respectively.

Subsequent behavioral domain analysis of the seven nodes from ALE/MACM with the

“Behavioral Analysis” Mango plugin [32] identified 15 significant sub-domains. Fig 4B indi-

cates behavioral sub-domains (within one of five domains) for which the observed regional

number of experiments was higher than expected (compared with the distribution across the

BrainMap database). All sub-domains at a z-score of> = 2.0 are reported in S5 Table. The left

insula has the strongest association with sub-domains of “Cognition”, including “Language

(Speech)” (z = 6.097), “Language (Semantics)” (z = 6.037), “Attention” (z = 5.837), and “Rea-

soning” (z = 5.693). The left SFG also has strong associations with sub-domains of “Cogni-

tion”, including “Attention” (z = 6.78), “Memory (Working)” (z = 5.829), and “Language

(Semantics)” (z = 5.335). The right insula has strongest associations with “Attention” of the

“Cognition” domain (z = 6.421) and “Somesthesis (Pain)” of the “Perception” domain

(z = 5.417). The right MFG has one significant association with the “Attention” sub-domain of

“Cognition” (z = 3.124). These results indicate that the bilateral insula, L SFG, and R MFG are

mainly associated with behaviors regarding cognition.

Discussion

In the presented series of meta-analyses, we conducted activation likelihood estimation and

meta-analytic connectivity modelling in addition to subsequent paradigm class and behavioral

domain analyses using reported neuroimaging findings for deception tasks.

Regions associated with deception

The findings of this study align well with previously reported findings while presenting new

information regarding functional connectivity of deception-related brain regions. Results

from the ALE identified seven brain regions significantly activated during deception, including

bilateral insula, left superior frontal gyrus, bilateral supramarginal gyrus, and bilateral medial

frontal gyrus. These regions match regions reported in previous meta-analyses: BA 6 (SFG),

BA 40 (IPL or SMG), BA 6 (MFG). Our first hypothesis was supported in that the study repli-

cates findings of prefrontal (BA 9 and 13) and memory-related (BA 6) regional activation dur-

ing deception. Various additional regions were consistently active, most likely resulting from

the variety of paradigms included in ALE. Interestingly, the regions that we found to be
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significantly active during deception tasks matched those reported in the most recent meta-

analysis [13]. Here we discuss each region’s functional significance, relationship to sociocogni-

tive behaviors of deception, and make comparisons to existing deception literature.

Insula. Recent studies using ecologically valid paradigms involved more of the partici-

pants’ emotions as evidenced by consistent activation in the insula and other emotion-related

brain regions [35]. These recent studies have added evidence that the insula is part of a reflex-

ive, automatic system of social cognition. In Baumgartner et al.’s study [35], results demon-

strated increased activation of the anterior insula in dishonest subjects compared to honest

subjects. Further, the researchers state that subjects in the dishonest group who later intended

Fig 4. Z-scores of (A) paradigm class or (B) behavioral domain analyses. In the Behavioral Domain panel (B), the Emotion and Interoception domains are abbreviated

as “E” and “I” respectively. Only paradigm classes or behavioral sub-domains passing the threshold of z> = 3.0 are depicted.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248909.g004
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to break promises demonstrate increased bilateral frontoinsular cortex activation during that

(promise) stage. Proposed reasons for insular activity in dishonesty or deception include insu-

lar activation during aversive emotional experiences associated with unfairness, threat of pun-

ishment, and anticipation of negative/unknown emotional events [35]. The researchers also

state that aversive experiences may include “guilty conscience” towards the other individual

who will eventually be misled.

Superior frontal gyrus. The SFG has been associated with cognitive processes such as

working memory, response inhibition, task switching, visual attention, and theory of mind

[13]. More specific to deception behavior, Chen et al. [36] reported overlapping SFG activation

between feigned short-term and long-term memory. This finding supports the role of SFG in

executive function aspects of feigned memory impairment, whether short-term or long-term

memory [36]. In addition, Yin et al. [37] reported that both spontaneous and instructed lying

coactivate the SFG among other regions. Researchers also report the involvement of SFG in

identity faking aspects of deception behavior [38]. Since SFG has implications with working

memory, Ding et al. [38] state that both SFG and working memory functions play a role in

deceptively faking one’s identity.

Supramarginal gyrus. The supramarginal gyrus lies within the inferior parietal lobule, an

area commonly associated with deception since the pioneering neuroimaging study by Spence

et al. [6]. Instructed deception has been shown to involve the IPL [37]. Various other studies

have associated the inferior parietal regions with the execution of deception. Ito et al. [39]

reported increased SMG activity in the execution phase of a deception task compared with tell-

ing the truth. Kireev et al. [40] found a similar result in that a network including the IPL dem-

onstrated increased activation during deliberate deception processing/execution. In addition,

Ofen et al. [41] found similar activation of parietal regions during the execution of a deceptive

response. Potential reasons for the involvement of SMG/IPL in executing deception include

parietal regions supporting executive functioning (i.e. working memory) [39] and cognitive

control processes as they are commonly activated during tasks that require high levels of cog-

nitive control [41]. Further evidence of this comes from a study where activation of parietal

regions was associated with intentional feigned responses and not unintentional errors [41].

It has also been suggested that SMG/IPL is engaged when detecting salient stimuli and pro-

cessing judgements regarding deception [10] as well as probability monitoring and response

counting [5]. Browndyke et al. [5] state that these sociocognitive aspects may allow the

deceiver to lie less obviously, or better feign an impairment. Further, the study participants

subsequently reported attempts to gauge the proportion of their true versus feigned responses

in order to create less detectable deception [5]. Along this line of thought, the parietal regions

(SMG/IPL) have been associated with theory of mind [13]. Theory of mind necessitates the

ability to understand and predict another individual’s behavior (via inferences regarding men-

tal state, intentions, feelings, expectations, beliefs, or knowledge) and to cognitively represent

one’s own mental state [42]. Evidence of the association between SMG and the sociocognitive

process of theory of mind includes the activation of SMG in pro-social lying that was deemed

morally appropriate [43] and the recruitment of IPL regions for top-down modulation of emo-

tional responses [44].

Medial frontal gyrus. Frontal (namely prefrontal) regions have markedly been reported

in association with deception tasks and behaviors. Sun et al. [45] demonstrated that lies elicited

stronger MFG activation compared to truth. Moreover, Bhatt et al. [46] state that MFG may

play a role in familiarity-based deception (rather than familiarity or deception individually).

Liu et al. [47] stated that (left) MFG seemed to be primarily responsible for the falsification

process in conditional proposition testing. The researchers noted the association between

MFG and working memory and higher-level control processes (i.e. coordinating widely
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distributed cognitive and emotional reactions, learning new rules, and processing logical rela-

tionships) [47]. Further, involvement of frontal lobe regions is consistent with the conceptuali-

zation of deception as an executive control incentive task [11, 48].

Connectivity analyses

Our second hypothesis was also supported by the involvement of the prefrontal and memory-

related regions in the connectivity model. The connectivity modelling used in the current

meta-analysis, which adds new information regarding deception-related brain regions, has not

been done in this realm of research before to our knowledge. MACM of brain regions active

during deception, identified via ALE, show that these regions are also highly connected to each

other. Each of the seven nodes were involved in at least one significant bidirectional connec-

tion. Interestingly, only the seed nodes for left and right supramarginal gyri projected to other

nodes (in other words, were involved in unidirectional connections). All seven maps are over-

laid onto a template brain in S3 Fig to further demonstrate convergence at the L and R SMG.

Thus, activation of SMG is likely predictive of activation in bilateral insula, left SFG, or bilat-

eral MFG (respectively). This means that the bilateral SMG must engage with other regions to

engage in deception tasks, however those other regions are not required for deception. Other

regions identified in our deception ALE (i.e. bilateral insula, left SFG, bilateral MFG) likely

have supportive roles in cognitive aspects of the tasks. This may well be the case since, in order

to lie, an individual must construct new information while withholding factual information

during a social interaction with another individual [49]. The important role SMG plays in

deception is further supported by our paradigm class and behavioral domain findings. The

bilateral SMG did not elicit significant (z-score > = 3.0) paradigm class or behavioral domain

information that would indicate SMG involvement in other cognitive/task-based aspects in

the current meta-analysis. Together, the connectivity model, paradigm class, and behavioral

domain findings of the current study could implicate the supramarginal gyrus as a key region

in a brain network that allows individuals to successfully deceive one another.

Importance of neuroimaging deception and its application

A major motivation behind the study of deception is the ability to reliably detect when a given

individual is being truthful or is lying [11]. The law often concerns itself with this phenomenon

as it contributes to judgements regarding human behavior. Untruthful statements are possible

and commonly made by plaintiffs, defendants, and witnesses alike [50]. Assessing the veracity

of statements made by individuals inside and outside of the courtroom is a crucial component

of just and efficient legal resolution [50]. Legal actors increasingly offer neuroscientific evi-

dence during litigation and policy discussions. Similarly, cognitive neuroscientists aim to

address important problems confronted by the law by explaining neuropsychological mecha-

nisms that give rise to thoughts and actions [51]. The utility of neuroscientific evidence

depends both on the accuracy of the neuroscience as well as the appropriate usage by legal

actors. Though specific courtroom scenarios deal with individuals, group-level studies are

needed as fMRI-based evidence will be used to establish the reliability of instances related to

any deception apparent in court [50]. It is important to note that the reliability of task-based

fMRI has been assessed recently and demonstrated, on average, a test-retest reliability coeffi-

cient of 0.397. This is low in comparison to recommendations for “good reliability” [52]. It

seems that reliability regarding fMRI depends on experimental design, the nature of measures

used, and the amount of data obtained [53]. In general, these necessary group-level studies

must ensure sufficient reliability, by utilizing potentially smaller amounts of optimal data

rather than larger amounts of suboptimal data, to allow assumptions at the individual level
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[53]. Accurate detection of deception in humans is of particular importance in ensuring valid

and just forensic practices and legal proceedings.

Where the legal system and neuroscience overlap is in the attempts to utilize neuroscientific

advances to yield better answers to legally relevant questions that have had historically unsatis-

fying solutions [51]. Some questions include whether or not an individual is responsible for

their behavior, if an individual is competent, what an individual remembers, and pertaining to

the current meta-analysis, if an individual is lying. Legal cases from the last decade or so have

involved methods of brain-based lie detection, brain-based memory detection (wherein under

controlled experimental conditions memory states may be detected using fMRI data), detec-

tion and classification of “culpable mental states” including purposeful, knowing, reckless, and

negligent (based on the “Model Penal Code”), and investigations of the decision-making pro-

cesses of, not only if an individual is criminally liable, but also how to then punish that individ-

ual in an unbiased and just fashion [51]. However, all of these aspects pertaining to criminal

law have their apparent downfalls (for more on this see [51]). Those at the intersection of neu-

roscience and the law (commonly called “neurolaw”) focus on non-criminal law as well: the

aging brain in regard to wills, trusts, and estates; disability and social security laws in associa-

tion with the neuroscience of pain; similarly, brain injury cases and medical malpractice; and

more.

Neuroimaging has been used in legal proceedings since the early twentieth century, with

use of electroencephalography (EEG) appearing in the 1940s, computed tomography (CT)

appearing in 1981, positron emission tomography (PET) appearing in 1992, and fMRI not

long after [54]. Over the last two decades alone, the use of neuroscientific evidence in general

and neuroimaging-based evidence specifically has increased tremendously in the United States

[54]. Jones [55] has identified seven categories for the applications of neuroscience to the legal

setting: buttressing, detecting, sorting, challenging, intervening, explaining, and predicting.

We believe this meta-analytic view of deception fits into the detecting and explaining catego-

ries, wherein neuroscience is used to gain otherwise elusive insights and to shed light on not

well understood phenomenon. Our work contributes to efforts of detecting deception-based

activity in the functional brain rather than the activity of the nervous system (i.e. heart rate/

blood pressure, respiration, skin conductivity, etc. used in polygraphy). Benefits of this have

been reviewed at length [56]. In agreement with what is written in a recent review [51], we

believe that there is a common ground where the long-term effects of neuroscience on law are

not overstated but we can appropriately consider that neuroscience has something useful to

offer the legal system.

Challenges and limitations

Spence et al. [49] predicted the problems that have persisted in the neuroimaging literature of

deception: 1) ecological validity: the experiments generally include compliant subjects who are

not involved in high-stakes situations that pertain to forensics or the legal system (thus, these

studies are unable to address how the brain functions when someone is intentionally lying to

cause harm or deceive for a known purpose and may not extrapolate to circumstances wherein

deception is an automatic process driving malevolent behavior) [40]; 2) experimental design:

some experiments have simple designs of simulated deception that facilitate simple contrasts

(lie> truth) which may not cohere in the real world (where there exists imprecise information,

mixed motives, etc.); 3) statistical power: there may well be a range of individual differences

that would make it premature to extrapolate from neuroimaging data to an individual suspect

in a courtroom. The over-arching issue encapsulating the points above involves the differences

between instructed and natural deception. Specifically, when a subject is told to deceive, lie, or
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be untruthful by the experimenter they are not faced with the decision to be truthful or benefit

in some way from the lie [57]. Speaking to the first and second problems raised above,

instructed deception does not elicit the same high-stakes situation involving motive, circum-

stance, and other factors that exist in the real world (natural deception). However, these studies

still contribute to the growing knowledge base of deceptive behavior in various settings.

The current meta-analysis regarding brain regions active during deceptive versus honest

behavior addresses the above problems to some degree by including ecologically valid studies

in our total pool and drawing results from a large, heterogenous sample. More recently, studies

and their respective paradigms have attempted to evoke “realistic social exchanges” by allow-

ing participants the free choice to break or keep a promise, mitigating to some degree the pre-

vious work. These ecologically valid studies were included in our current meta-analyses (see

the Instructed or Natural Deception column in Table 1). Also, the nature of coordinate-based

meta-analyses that include task-based studies allows results to be drawn from a large, heteroge-

neous sample. This takes into account paradigms that may or may not involve compliant sub-

jects in somewhat realistic circumstances, and that may or may not include “simple contrasts”,

as long as the inclusion criteria are met. Regarding statistical power, the recommended num-

ber of included experiments has been met in the current meta-analysis (20 experiments in

order to achieve sufficient statistical power) [58].

In general, the use of correlative measures between an fMRI task and a study participant’s

neurophysiological signals to determine an individual’s fate in the justice system is widely

debated and creates challenges that will need to be addressed in the future. A main challenge

to the introduction of neuroscientific evidence (specific to the individual(s) involved) is the

fact that collection of fMRI data is typically well after the instance that led to the legal proceed-

ing took place. Additionally, group-level data often used for comparison involves healthy

adults potentially restricted by age, handedness, gender, or criteria that may not match up with

the individual subject to the legal proceeding. Furthermore, it is difficult to know whether the

neuroimaging data from group studies resembles true deceptive behavior or is simply a

byproduct of conducting a cognitive task in the fMRI scanner. Standards have not yet been set

for the real-life use of brain-based lie detection (mentioned above), as the consensus remains

that (even in its general application) fMRI may serve as a better research topic than legal tool.

Future directions

Due to the previously noted association of supramarginal gyrus and theory of mind aspects of

deception, a potential next step could be analyzing regions found in the current study with

regions involved in theory of mind. Deception is related to theory of mind, as deceiving

another individual necessitates knowledge of the victims’ thoughts and beliefs as well as analy-

sis of responses to the lie made in the social context [11]. Thus, follow-up meta-analyses can be

conducted and subsequently compared to the findings of the current study to determine if

overlapping regional activation exists. Of particular interest in such a comparison would be

the SMG and SFG which have been associated with theory of mind aspects of deception.

Conclusion

The current study utilized activation likelihood estimation and the novel approaches of meta-

analytic connectivity analysis, paradigm class analysis, and behavioral domain analysis to

investigate neuroanatomical correlates of deception and their functional connectivity. Across

the varying studies involving differences in context of deception, motivation for deception,

response modality, and more, we found significant activation in the insula, superior and

medial frontal gyri, and supramarginal gyrus. Moreover, the connectivity model and
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paradigm/behavioral analyses demonstrate the key role that the supramarginal gyrus has in

the brain network associated with deceptive acts and behaviors. An understanding of the

neurobiological aspects of deception has implications for subsequent theory of mind and social

cognition research in addition to forensic/legal analyses of guilt and responsibility.
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